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a0  Blade section lift-curve slope

b Blade length

c Blade chord

c Blade chord at roots

cd Blade section drag coefficient

c do Blade section drag coefficient at zero lift

cI Blade section lift coefficient

d Blade section drag

D Orbit diameter (= 2R)

e Propeller efftclency (= Wr A-)
K4 Z

IlI2)I3 Integrals, defined on page 5

k Constant in expression for blade section drag coefficient

"KT Propeller thrust coefficient ( n D3 b)

K Propeller torque coefficient (= -s--,)
Q n~ I ' b

1 Blade sect-on lift (in direction perpendicular to resultant
velocity v)

m Moment about orbit origin acting on each blade section

n Revolutions per unit time

Q Total. torque of propeller

R Orbit radius

t Blade section thrust

T(O) Instant.,neou:: thrust of blade

T Average thrust of blade of propellerav

T Total thrust of propeller

Ui Induced velocity component in direction of advance

Speed of advance c-f propeller
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v Resultant velocity of fluid past blade section

z Number of propeller blades

SAngle of attack bf blade section measured from angle of zero lift

Eccentricity setting of propeller

9 Blade orbit angle

Correction factor in momentum relation

Advance coefficient (= , )

Induced velocity factor

p Density of fluid
a Solidity (-, -Q-- )

( Blade angle
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ABSTRACT

A method proposed by Taniguchi has been used to compute the
performance characteristics of vertical axis propellers having
cycloidal blade motion and semi-elliptic blades. Numerical results
of thrust and torque coefficient and efficiency are presented for
a wide range of advance coefficients, maximum blade angle, and
blade solidity.

Good agreement between the experimental performance and the
computed results is obtained for two, three, and six-bladed
cycloidal propellers.

INTRODUCTION

In a series of three papers, Taniguchi presented a method for numeri-

cally evaluating the performance characteristics of vertical axis pro-

pellers. 1,2,3 .In the first pap'-r he derived expressions for the thrust,

torque, and efficiency of a vertical axis propeller based on certain simpli-

fying assumptions and estimates. After conducting experiments with a six-

bladed vertical axis propeller he modified the earlier expressions for the

propeller performance. The final, form of the computational method proposed

by Taniguchi was presented in detail as a doctoral thesis0
3

To assess the validity of Taniguchi's method over a wide range of con-

ditions, computations were carried out at the David Taylor Model Basin using

his method. The results of the DIMB computations were compared with avail-

able data from DTMB experimental investigations on two, three, and six-

bladed cycloidal propellers.r. in addItl.on, numerical evaluation of propeller

performance characteristics were carried out over a large range of propeller

eccentricity and blade solidity. The results of all the computations and

the comparison are presented in graphical form.

OUTLINE OF TANIGUCHI'S METHOD

The method proposed by Taniguchi for computing the performance charac-,

teristics of vertiAcal. axis propellers is based on the assumption that quasi-

steady state motion exists.'* The total thrust and torque of the propeller

I
References are listed on page 10.

* An attempted unst.eady theory for vertical axl.• propellers was analyzed
in a recent report 4



is evaluated by integrating the lift and drag forces exerted on each blade

section. For this purpose numerical values of lift and drag coefficients

of the blade sections are required. In addition, an estimate of the mag-

nitude and direction of the induced velocity at every blade section must

be made. Taniguchi assumed (1) that only the longitudinal velocities

induced by the trailing vortex system (i.e., those in the direction of

propeller advance) contribute to the thrust and torque of the propeller,

(2) that they are of constant magnitude over the length of blade, (3) that

the induced velocity is not a function of the orbital position of the blade.

The value of the induced velocity is obtained from momentum considerations

with modifications based on experimental performance of a six-bladed vertical

axis propeller.

The details of the derivation of Taniguchi's method are as follows:

Each propeller blade is assumed to rotate with constant angular

velocity about the center "0" which advances at constant speed u0

(Figure 1). As a consequence of the motion, the fluid exerts a force on each

section of the blade. This force can be resolved into two components: the

section lift force and the seation drag force. These forces can be expressed

in terms of the forr!e coeffi-cient and dynamic head, namely

2, = C1 % vc

where the lift is in a direction perpendicular to the resultant field

velocity past each blade section, while the drag is parallel. to the resultant

velocity.

Taking the components of the lift and drag force on the blade section

in the direction of forward mction of the propeller, the thrust force due to

each blade section is obtained:

where 9 is the blade orbit angle, e is the blade angle, and c( is the

angle of attack c.f tlade section. For most of the orbital positions of the

blade, the drag con t rlbuticn to the section thrust will be small in com-

parison to the lift contribution. An exception occurs at orbit angles in

the neighborhood cf 90 and 2'70 degrees. Since the integrated effect over

the entire orbit is7 cf concern here, Taniguchi negaceted the drag term. Thus

C



-j =- Ct V1 C C-O3(&o-+o()

The moment about the propeller origin acting on each blade section

is (see Figure 2)

+ i = C0 OS p1? -9-+CPYs --a -a fs(-cR( Coss

Using trigonometric simplification, we obtain

L01 , ~ n~-f C -,t~4 ci
m - 9V-C ý .t R i r.. + &-C: ,-0

To obtain quantitative evaluation of propeller performance, values
I

must now be assigned to these coefficients. In his earlier paper, Taniguchi

used the following v~lqe;' for the drag ana lift 2oefficient:

cZt a. o = 57, 34• (o in radians)

C4 =Q 0 +&r -aC4 = .-10 + +

These values were based o.a averages obtained from wind tunnel tests on
2

airfoil sections0  In his se¢ccnd paper, Taniguchi revised the expression

for the drag coefficient bar.ed on the experiments conducted by him on six-

bladed cycloidal prcpellh-r.s with semi-elliptic blade outline. The revised

expression i- ac -'cl.ows:

d= ,1 +k f .a 1OO9 +-2.24 cý

Subutituting into the expression for thrust and moment of the blade section

we obtain

and V 2 C vcRL[Q. Q'A.ý t- 0) 4 .(cd ý0+k( sc-d

To evaluate the thruv-t and torque cof a given propeller, the following

relationships mu-F be known:

(i) The variation of re;ý:ultan1, vr.iocity (v) at each biade section

with blade orbit angle (&).

(2) The varia 4 ",Wn n-f bladF, ang. (. ) with blade orbit angle (Wo

From a knowledg- of v and C at r:v,•ry bWade orbit position, we can derive

a relationship be'-wen ang-e of at.tack ( f btade (6) and orbit angle (6).

'In evaiuating t.he r. Futtrvt vell-cily v part- each blade zection,

Taniguchi in.eud-d cnly The induced v-'TcAi±y in the direcfion of forward

motion of the prop1 .ero Thi.- heý t.aker



v'•- (.,• Tr D)" 2'- (LA.0 +.• W- ) 2[0 14. ZV'DA-4 9•
Dividing by ( iirb) )2we ,6btaln

( J_11. 2 =,_+(ý A' 2

He further assumed that- the induced velocity is5 constant over the entire

length ,of blade and ic independent of blade orbit. position.

For cycloidal blade motion, the tangent of the blade angle varies,

with the orbit angle in the following manner:

V1 c.O's 0

where 'n is the eccentriýcity setting of the propeller and is related to

the maximum blade sngle ae. indicated in Fl_gýýre 3.

By appropriate substitution we oblaln an expression for cos• -. c)

in terms of 0 j , and %., namely

V' I* (.A + A"'-C •)•,

Where the posglilve signs applie- -,o values of L- betwreen-r/. and r , while

the negative sign applies to va-4-e. of O betweren / %nd -Y. . By further

substitution, we o~btatn the fo*i owing relation bet~w-.en angle of attack (o()

of the blade section and 1.ladie orbhL-7 angle (&):

-4 n 0((7 2- A-2co~s 0
1r 4- D -~--+34.&

where the same -ign convw-nion as gi'ren abovw ht .1.d For small angles (x

I.e., for angles of t.,-k b-Locmw he --tsa,.1 angle (±'? to i.6 degree3),+ancr ~t

Thus the section thu-st ai %. given crbit1 pstsI.Ion if.

The thrust of each I-'.de a, a given crbIt.at position I1 th:n obtained

by integrating over the t1hide lengt:ho This

For bladep: wit~h sem-elliptic outline, the thrust ,of each blade becomes

-rp- . .T, i) 11 f 4S~~~I + 4 l÷ •)- (••÷1: +

With the assumpticon of constan'. induced velocity and symmetry of blade

motion (Fig-ire 3), .h thru-t. of ea,ýh blade i • ymmetric in the forward and

aft half of the or' IP To obhta-ln the avwrag.- thrust!. of each blade ( Tav

we need Ic avc-rage .vor hc.if .! the rblJ4 rnlyo "hriui.



-i2 _T4j r( )f1 p4( +0 1t~Y2~ 0- 469d,
The total thrust of the propeller is then obtained by multiplying by the

number of blades
T = z Tav

The moment of the blade section about the propeller origin becomes

n~ ~~~~~ ~~ 7c~ rn~ (1+;) y ~ - k + j;l~~ ) - (I +242 )oAs

4- C 0 jI - P(2+2L.>.j l±,+5+ AY - 5

+- (k ~ { ) (2 *24S 24l2)-9.X).2~
fI +71'2#?3/; )-f'4 ITA.;, &J

The total torque of the prrpe'.,*r is: then given by
mb

For brevity, let 1

4 T14)j)- T+ +Cos2 d

12 +J-C3tX A&3 j + PS+L .2 (A+21)AAfr4

The thrust and torque cf the propeller therefore become
"ff3
YS'T / z pqCgsb6n D2 a,,)7

Q =T 9 %p ý b V1tb1)3 E[a.b I+o',22 T+ CfdOT2Z+ ki2- 4 I]
Define th:- thrut." and t:orquE coefficients as; fol..xows

and KQ =

In addition, let a = be the Folidity of the blades. We, therefore,

obtain the following expressions for the thruwt and tcrque coefficient

•,• ~~ ~ (5 Cd -L2 ÷'•• o + K (1- -- 3 Jr•



Further the propeller efficiency is given by

The integrals ., L, and 1 can be evaluated numerically for val.ues

of eccentricity, advance coefficient and induced velocity factor. There

now remains the problem of estimating values of the induced velocity

factor. To obtain te.r estimate, Taniguchi used a momentum relation,
namlely e- = 2 9 Db 9o+ .AJ

Nondimensionalizing ve obtain

where 4 io a correction f&c4t or to account for non-uniformity of induced

velocity over the blade length. In Reference 1, Taniguchi estimated the

value of v- as 1.176. After conducting experiments on a six-bladed

propeller, and obtaining a. large discrepancy between computed and experimental

values of advance coefficient at zero thrust)Taniguchi modified the momentum

relation for KT to

r +

The factor 4e is now a projected area reduction factor. This modification

resulted in a revised value of -K, namely 1.

Values of induced ve..ccity factor as a func-tion of propeller thrust

coefficient for various advance Foefficient are given in Figure 4.

To cbtain performanc9 iharacteriotics o.f a propeller, of specified

solidity over a range of advrince coefficients, the two expressions for KT

must be solved simuktane.ouly. This Is done by graphical solution as

indicated by the examp>e t.h(,wn in Figure 5, wher-. the two expressions for

thrust coefficient have been plotted for an eccentricity of 0.7 over a range

of solidity and advance coefficient. The intersection of the Or = constant

and • = constant curves gives the value of thrust coeff'icient desired.

Using his revi.sed valups for section drag coefficient, and C, Tani-

guchi computed2 the perf(..rma.ne characerirtics of vertical axis propellers

with seml-elliptut blade outline and solidity of 0.40.

6



RESULTS OF DflB NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

Using the procedure outlined above and the revised values of section

drag coefficient and induced velocity factor, the thrust coefficient, torque

coefficient and efficiency of vertical axis propellers with cycloidal blade

motion and semi-elliptic blade cutline were evaluated by the David Taylor

Model Basin over a range of advance coefficients, maximum blade angles

(eccentricities), and solidities.- The results of these computations are

given in Figures 6 and 7. Propeller performance at values of eccentricity

and solidity other than those given in the figures can easily be obtained

by cross plotting.

As seen in the figures, the performance charact•;eritztics were evaluated

at eccentricitles up to 0.95. It is clear, however, that in some cases the

angles of attack will be large and the angle of stall will. be exceeded.

Since small angles of attack were assumed in the derivation and since reduced

lift characteristics of -the blade sections are obtained for angle of attack

exceeding the stall angle, reliabLe predictions of the performance charac-

teristics cannot be expected for those cat-es. To illustrate this limitation,

a typical variation of the angle of attack with blade orbit angle is shown

in Figure 8. From the expresb.;ion for r given in the preceding section, it

is seen that for a given eccentricity, the maximum angle of attack always

occurs at zero advance coefficient. Thus, values of maximum at zero

advance were.• computed over a range of eccentricity and solidity and are

given in F1.igre 9.

From Figures 6 and 7 it is further s,,en that the total thrust, torque

and maximum efficien,-y cd' the cycloidal propei.>•r.ýs increase with increase

in maximum blade a-ngl.lF Fcr :ncrease in blade s-.lýidity, the total thrust

and torque increas.es. Hcwe.ver, the -.hrucl and torqie of each blade and the

maximum efficiency cf +-he propellr decrea.se with Increase in number of

blades of same dimenEicn5. E-t'h decr-ase in *hrust per blade and efficiency

is also characteristic of screw propellers (see e.g. Reference 5).

7



COMPARISON WITH DIM EXPERIMENTS

A comparison was made between the results of the DTIMB computations

using Taniguchi's method and DTMB experimental measurements of the per-

formance of vertical axis propellers with blades having semi-elliptic

outline. The experiments were conducted with propellers having two, three,

and six identical blades6  Cycloidal blade motion was used in the experiments

with eccentricity setting% of 0.4 and 0.6.* The aspect ratio of the DIMB

blades was the same as Taniguchi used in his experiments. The comparison

between experimental and computational results is shown in Figures 10 and 11.

It is seen from the figures that good agreement is obtained between the com-

puted and experimental values of propeller performance. Of particular

interest is the good prediction of the cffect of varying the number of blades

on the propeller.

The correction factor (4) and section drag characteristics (Cdo, k)

were evaluated by Taniguchi at the zero advance condition. He obtained an

average value of 1.321 based on his experimental results of a six-bladed

propeller at four different eccentricity settings. Table i gives values of

+e evaluated from the results of the DTMB experiments.

TABLE 1

Evaluation of -K

o.4 o.6

z 2 3 6 2 3 6

K(exp) 0.70 o.086 1.13 1.22 1.56 2.13
1, (exp) 0.212 0.240 0.277 0.287 0.323 0.375
k .. 1.,264 1.312 1.340 1.332 1.312 1.303

Av. 4e 1.305 1-315

* The results of the DTMB experimental investigation, in which blade motion
and blade outfline was varied, will be reported in detail in a forthcoming
report.

8



In Table 2, the quantities used to evaluate the section drag characteristics

are given. A plot of these quantities is also shown in Figure 12.

TABLE 2

Evaluation of Section Drag Coefficient

0.4 0.6

z 2 6 6
iT(exp) 0.70 0.86 1.13 1.22 1.56 2.13

KQ(exp) 0.12 0.16 0.219 0.32 0.40 0.58

ý+2t(comp) 0.212 0.240 0.277 0.287 0.323 0.375

I 2 comp) .o34 1 .o43 1.057 1.o62 1-077 1-105

I.(comp) 0.506 0.500 0.492 0.535 0.520 0.497

0-0547 0.0445 0.O243 0.1685 0.1124 0.06711

L-______/_ 0.0173 0.0123 0.00703 0.0494 0.0370 0.0229

CONCLUSIONS

The computational procedure proposed by Taniguchi for evaluating the

performance characteristics of vertical axis propellers is adequate for

propellers with cycloidal blade motion and semi-elliptic blades. For this

type of propeller the procedure gives satisfactory prediction of the effect

of number of blades on propeller performance.

For each blade motion other than cyclcidal motion, experimental

results are required to obtatn new values of the correction factor k . In

addition, large changes in aspect ratio of the blade will affect the mag-

nitude of the correction factor. Further-, significant variation in blade

motion would probably result in different values of the- section chara~ter-

istics.

In summary, the most serious limitation of Taniguchi's method lies

in the way the induced velocities are estimated; specifically, in the

assumption that only the longitudinal components contribute to propeller

9



performance, in the assumption that the induced velocity is constant over

the entire length of the blade, and finally in the fact that the induced

velocity cannot be computed without resorting to determination by experiment.
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Figure 1 - Sketch of Blade Section Showing Forces Exerted

Figure 2 - Sketch of Blade Force System
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